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Welcome to the Hopscotch catalogue 2019!
Highlights:
Top Class - Vocabulary. The essential resource
to support vocabulary development in the
primary curriculum, crucial for achieving highlevel of attainment in English. See page 5.
Top Class - Comprehension. A skills-based
resource to help develop higher-order reading
skills and master Greater Depth. See page 7.
Reading Explorers - The Classics. Original
narratives from the most loved children’s
authors of all times, and biographies to develop
reading and research skills. See page 10.

How to order:

Don’t forget to use the
discounts and codes
across the catalogue to
save on your orders!

Phone: 01722 716935
Email: orders@hopscotchbooks.com
Send your purchase order to: Hopscotch,
Mark Allen Group, Unit A, 1-5 Dinton Business Park,
Catherine Ford Rd, Dinton, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP3 5HZ
Or fax to: 01722 716812
Buy online at: www.hopscotchbooks.com
(Free delivery when you purchase online!)
Alternatively, complete the form
at the back of the catalogue.

All our resources are also available to
‘Look Inside’ online, where you can download
free trial lessons before you buy.

Grammar

Grammar Springboards
This series of three books and CDs provides teachers
with the necessary tools to teach grammar with
confidence and improve children’s competence in
vocabulary, grammar and punctuation.
It makes planning easy, fun and time-saving and covers
the following areas:
Nouns; Pronouns; Verbs; Adjectives; Sentences;
Punctuation.

Years 1-2

£28.00

Years 3-4

£28.00

Years 5-6

£28.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-21-6

The books include:
n Detailed grammar information
n Fully planned lessons
n Differentiated activities.

The CDs include:

ISBN: 978-1-909860-22-3

n Levelled ‘Periodic Assessment Tests
n Two levelled ‘Transitional

Assessment Tests’
n Teaching resources,

games and posters.

ISBN: 978-1-909860-23-0

SAVE £8.40
WHEN YOU BUY
THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £75.60

(USE CODE GRA3)



With Grammar Springboards
teaching grammar
will no longer be a grind!

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Grammar

Top Class - Grammar
Top Class is designed to develop children’s knowledge
and understanding of the written word by promoting the
practical application of English.

Year 3

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-09-4

It guides learners to both understand and apply
grammar and provides teachers with a wide range of
genres to develop children’s writing skills both in Literacy
and across the wider curriculum.
Available in three separate sets covering the key areas:
Grammar; Punctuation and Vocabulary, the books in
the series include up to 17 guided activities that are
matched to the new KS2 Framework for Assessment,
each offering additional opportunities for revision and
practice.
Each book also includes a CD with:

Year 4

£21.00

n Differentiated independent and extension activities at
three levels

ISBN: 978-1-909860-10-0

n Ideas for homework
n Opportunities for revision and practice.

Adverbs
Think about...
Look at the following sentence:
water.
The doll lowered herself gently into the
Which word is the adverb? Circle it.
this adverb?
Why might the writer have chosen
and B] the water?
What does it suggest about A] the doll

Answers

Guided
You are sat around a campfire telling

Year 5

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-11-7

each other stories before you go to

bed.

to be? Why do you think people like
What genre of story is this most likely
were sat
when they are often so scary? If you
listening to and telling such stories
to
would you enjoy telling or listening
around a campfire at night in the woods,
you
of Terror is called The Doll. Why do
such a story? Why? Why not? This Tale
think such a simple title has been chosen?
Once done, answer the questions on

3
might choose to use an adverb and

a small group; complete the task sheet
On your own, with a partner or in
page 30.
provided to you by your teacher on
task to take home with you for further
Once finished, cut off the homework
practice.

Extension
Write a Tale of Terror of your own. Complete
Once complete, practice reading it
them scared.

2

page 29.

Independent
You are focusing upon why a writer
why they might choose not to.

1

the task sheet on page 31.

to your classmates with the lights off

slowly – interestingly it
describes an aching heartbeat
which contrasts sharply with
the quickening heartbeat of
someone who is falling in love
perfectly – it emphasises the still
silence that follows the twelfth
chime
No – not all words ending +ly are
adverbs. Here the word ‘lonely’
is an adjective used to describe
the doll

Homework
• US President Theodore Roosevelt
• 1902
in
• Morris Mitchtom - at his candy shop
Brooklyn, New York USA
• November 14th

and make



Remember...
a verb. It gives us
An adverb modifies the meaning of
where or why an
more information about how, when,
will end +ly but
action is taking place. Usually an adverb
this is not always the case.

TOP CLASS - Grammar - Year 6

28

16/06/2017 14:41
.indd 28

Top Class_Grammar_Y6_BOOK

Year 6

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-12-4

4

SAVE £8.40 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4
PAY ONLY £75.60 (USE CODE TCG1)



Order by phone: 01722 716935

Prefixes

Vocabulary

Top Class - Vocabulary
Prefixes

Rudyard Kipling (1865 – 1936)

Think about...
Do you know who Rudyard Kipling is?
Yes: What do you already know about him?
No: How might you find out who he is?
Look at the words: biology, biography, biodegradable
How are they related? What does ‘bio’ mean?

Guided

The first English writer to receive the Nobel Peace Prize for Literature, he is best known for his
poems and short stories set in India during the British imperial rule.
Born in Bombay, on December 30th, the first five years of his childhood were
spent with his parents. However, at the age of five he was sent back to Sussex,
England, to live with foster parents.
It would be a further twelve years before he was to return to his birthplace, this
time as a journalist who wrote poetry and fiction in his spare time.
Despite gaining acclaim for his fictional work, including books such as Plain
Tales from the Hills (1888), his stay in India was not to be a permanent one. After
initially moving to Vermont in the States, Kipling eventually settled in his much
loved Sussex.
By now he had become an immensely popular writer and poet for both children and adults.
The Just So Stories (1902) were originally written for his daughter Josephine, who tragically died
of pneumonia at the tender age of six. His poem If (1895) is often voted the Nation’s Favourite.
However, it is perhaps The Jungle Book (1894) for which he is best remembered,
especially after Mowgli’s adventures in the Indian jungle were transferred to the big
screen in the Disney animation that bore the same name in 1967.

Answers

You are reading an extract from a biography on Rudyard Kipling.

1

Return(ed), remembered

What is a biography? How does it differ from an autobiography? How will this
alter the writing style? What do you predict you will read about?

2

Transferred

Once done, answer the questions on page 17.

3a Animation
3b Literacy, literature, literate

Independent

Year 3

You are investigating prefixes and their meanings.

Look at this biographical extract and answer the questions below.

On your own, with a partner or in a small group; complete the task sheet
provided to you by your teacher on page 18.
Once finished, cut off the homework task to help you broaden your word
knowledge through practical reading within a variety of contexts.

Homework

Extension

• October 18th, 1967

Extend your personal vocabulary and understanding of specific words.
Complete the task sheet on page 19.

• $4 million
(it has since made over $205 million)

If you have one, put any words you find interesting in your Personal Dictionary,
together with an example of how it can be used effectively in a sentence.

• Bruce Reitherman

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-13-1

1

Find two words that use the prefix ‘re’ meaning ‘again’.

2

Which word uses the prefix ‘trans’ meaning ‘to move across’?

2 marks

• Wolfgang Reitherman was his father
*Answers available on the CD Rom.



Remember...
A prefix is found at the start of a word. Many prefixes come
from ancient Greek. This is because Greece was once a
World Empire and its language, both spoken and written,
spread far and wide. If we know what a prefix means it can
help us understand what a word means too.

1 mark
3a

Word Focus:

3b

Find a formal word used instead of
‘cartoon’.

The prefix ‘lit’ means ‘letters’.
Circle the words below that use
this prefix.

1 mark
TOP CLASS - Vocabulary - Year 5

16

Top Class_Vocabulary_Y5_BOOK.indd 14

Word Focus:

Literacy literature little
litre literate litter

TOP CLASS - Vocabulary - Year 5

12/09/2016 14:03 Top Class_Vocabulary_Y5_BOOK.indd 15

3 marks
17

12/09/2016 14:03

Top Class - Vocabulary uses challenging texts to help
children discover and explore new language in a wide
variety of contexts, and apply what they have learnt with
increased confidence and proficiency.
The series provides teachers with effective strategies to:

Year 4

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-14-8

n Teach vocabulary explicitly and examine more
closely how written and spoken language works
n Improve children’s knowledge of words: how they work,
where they come from and the power they possess.
Each book includes:
n Guided, independent and extension lessons

Year 5

SAVE £8.40 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4
PAY ONLY £75.60 (USE CODE TCV1)

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-15-5

n CD with differentiated activities.



Matched to the new KS2
Framework for Assessment, this series
provides a unique range of resources
to help children become a confident
user of the English language.

Year 6

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-16-2

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Punctuation

Top Class - Punctuation

Year 3

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-17-9

Year 4

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-18-6

Top Class - Punctuation is designed to help children
improve their writing skills and develop grammatical
competence.
Each book contains lessons that develop a ‘top-down’
approach, allowing learners to see:
n How we use language in context and when we use
a particular word, punctuation mark or grammatical
construct
n How to use punctuation to its best effect when writing
independently.

Year 5

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-19-3

Links can be made with prior learning and personal
experiences. For example, when looking at our use
of capital letters when writing a proper noun, learners
may be asked:
n What they already know about a particular piece of

punctuation or grammatical form
n Where they might have seen it, so to put it in

context.

Year 6

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-20-9

6

SAVE £8.40 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4
PAY ONLY £75.60 (USE CODE TCP1)



Order by phone: 01722 716935

Top Class - Comprehension brings together the three
core facets of English covered independently in the Top
Class series: Grammar, Vocabulary and Punctuation.
This skills-based series is aimed at developing higherorder reading skills and securing Greater Depth.
There are 42 lessons in each book, with core thinking
and reasoning skills including:

Year 3

£27.00

Year 4

£27.00

Year 5

£27.00

Year 6

£27.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-36-0

Comprehension

Top Class - Comprehension

n Inferential understanding
n Authorial intent
n Evaluative and reflective assessment.
TEACH
Guide &
Support

EMBED
Embed with
Peers

APPLY
Apply
Independently

Grammar

Vocabulary

Punctuation

Grammar in
Context

Contextualised
Language

Punctuation in
Context

This series
supports
writers as they
gain a deeper
understanding
of how and
why specific
grammatical
constructions
have been used
by an author.

This series
encourages the
reader to
engage with and
explore words
in a wide variety
of contexts
to enhance
their personal
vocabulary.

This series
supports
writers as they
gain a deeper
understanding
of how and
why specific
punctuation has
been used by an
author.

SAVE £10.80 FOR ANY FULL SET OF 4
PAY ONLY £97.20 (USE CODE TCC1)

ISBN: 978-1-909860-37-7

ISBN: 978-1-909860-38-4



Top Class helps children become
champions of Grammar!

ISBN: 978-1-909860-39-1

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Pre-reading/ Orientation Skills

Reading Explorers Aloud!

Year 2

£24.99

Year 3

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-550-7

ISBN: 978-1-90751-551-4

This exciting series aims to improve children’s
pre-reading skills by supporting them as they take an
active role in their own reading development.
It provides teachers with up to 28 lessons and worksheets
accompanied by a CD which contains original audio
tracks for a more authentic listening experience.

Year 4

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-552-1

Each book includes texts in a variety of genres covering
the three main aspects of literacy:
n Narrative
n Non-Fiction
n Poetry.

Year 5

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-553-8

The key pre-reading skills developed in this programme are:
n Listening for gist
n Listening for specific information
n Listening to evaluate
n Learning key vocabulary.

Year 6

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-554-5

8

SAVE £12.50 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £112.45 (USE CODE ALD5)



Order by phone: 01722 716935

Year 2

£28.99

Year 3

£28.99

Year 4

£28.99

Year 5

£28.99

Year 6

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-90539-058-8

This brilliant series provides teachers with a wide variety
of genres, both fiction and non-fiction, which will allow
children to access, interpret and understand what they
are reading.

Guided Reading

Reading Explorers

ISBN: 978-1-90223-925-5

n Reading Explorers increases the child’s knowledge

and understanding of why certain words are chosen
by an author.
n It gives the reader the chance to speculate on the tone

and purpose of the texts, as well as to consider both
the texts’ themes and audience.

ISBN: 978-1-90223-926-2

There are 36 lessons in each book, one containing a text
from a significant author.
Also includes CD with differentiated texts at three levels
of ability.
The five key reading skills covered in the books are:
n Literal thinking

n Evaluative assessment

n Deductive reasoning

n Study skills.

ISBN: 978-1-90539-060-1

n Inferential skills

SAVE £14.50 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £130.45 (USE CODE EXP6)



Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com

ISBN: 978-1-90539-061-8
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English Modern and Classic Texts

Reading Explorers The Classics

Year 3

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-546-0

Year 4

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-547-7

Created to develop specific reading and research skills,
The Classics provides teachers with original narratives,
including poetry, from significant authors, together with
detailed lesson plans and extension activities.
Using a skills-based approach, the series enables
children to become more independent thinkers and
learners.
The five skills contained in the books are:
n Literal thinking
n Deductive reasoning

Year 5

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-90751-548-4

n Inferential skills
n Evaluative assessment
n Research skills, which promote wider independent

study.
SAVE £10.80 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £97.16 (USE CODE CLAS4)

Year 6

£26.99



Includes differentiated biographies of
significant authors on CD.

ISBN: 978-1-90751-549-1

10

Order by phone: 01722 716935

Each book includes the following:
n 24 detailed lesson plans accompanied by an original text from a significant author
n The biography of each author with an activity
n Research skills section
n Reflect & Review section.

Includes a CD with the biography of each author differentiated at three levels
of ability, additional research activities and scaffolds.
Essential for all teachers who wish to include texts that have withstood the
passage of time in their guided reading sessions.

Alice in Wonderland

1865

Lewis Carroll

y
Essential Vocabular

Literal Questions

to find on the table.
Alice was hoping
• Draw two things
rules]
[A key, a book of
‘Poison’? [No]
Alice found marked
• Was the bottle

drink tasted of.
the mysterious
make a list of things
hot buttered
turkey, toffee and
• With your teacher,
pine-apple, roast
[Cherry tart, custard,
toast]

Deductive Ques

English Modern and Classic Texts

The Classics contains essential texts of our literary heritage and will help engage
children of all abilities in guided reading sessions.

tions

wipe
‘adventure’ on your
• Write the word
board.
in this
‘venture’ hidden
Underline the word
’ in the
the word ‘ventured
word. Highlight
text.
means?
this family word
What do you think
g risky] Why?
[Dared, tried somethin
bottle is its ‘neck’?
• What part of a
your answer.
Draw and label
has
this part of a bottle
Why do you think
name?
been given this
are written in capital
• Which two words
ME’]
letters? [‘DRINK
on the label.
Write your answer
written
these words are
Why do you think
it is a
them stand out,
like this? [To make
There seem
command]

[Yes]

so carefully?
out the label done
]
who had written
• Had the person
printed, no smudges
this? [Beautifully
Why do you think
‘toffy’ spelt?
how is the word
how the liquid tasted,
do you check this
• In Alice’s list of
happens? How
[Toffee]
computer. What
your wipe board.
Type this onto a
Write this on to
word’s correct spelling?
‘toffee’ tell us about:
spelling of the word
• What does Carroll’s book? [A long time ago]
this
time]
a) When he wrote
can change over
spellings [Words
b) The nature of

Alice in Won
by Lewis

derland

Carroll

ed to be
no
to the tabl
e, half hop use in waiting by
the little
book of
ing she mig
rules for
door, so
ht find ano
she wen
shutting
ther key
little bott
t back
people up
on it, or
le on it (`wh
like teles
at any rate
and tied
copes: this
ich certainly
a
round the
time she
was not
neck of the
foun
here befo
“DRINK ME”
bottle was
re,’ said Alice d a
a paper
beautiful
),
label, with
ly printed
italics?
the words
on it in larg
It was all
are written in
tions
• Which words
very well
e letters.
very, not]
to say “DR
Inferential Ques
g
[That, poison, would, wordsgoin
been
to
have
INK
do that in
these
at it before
a hurry. “No, ME,” but the wise
Why do you think
bottle and looks
it’s
Alice picks up the
little
[For emphasis] marked ‘pois
I’ll
think
this?
you
look
like
Alice
do
on’ or not”
written
• Why
first,” she
about child
was not
poisonous]
said, “and
; for she
ren who
to her if it were
drinking?
feeling’.
had
see whe
‘curious
had got
of what would happen
she has aunp
leasant thin
ther
burnt, and read several nice
[She is a little scared
• Alice tells us that
curious means:
gs, all beca
tell us
little
eaten up
the word
thei
What does this
r friends
use they
What do you think
by wild beas stories
had Alice read?
had taug
would not
‘nice little stories’
ts, and
ht them
if you hold
a) Tasty and delicious
• What types of
bit gruesome]
rememb
: such as,
? [She is a little
er the simp other
it too long
that a redabout her character
b) Sickly and horrible
a
; and
le rules
[c] a knife, it usua
hot poker
is ‘shutting up like
c) Strange or unusual muc
lly bleeds; that if you cut your
g to Alice as she
will burn
think is happenin
h from a
and she
g]
you
finger very
[Shrinkin
?
• What do you
had
bott
deeply with
never forg
le marked
growing or shrinking
telescope’: Is she
otten that
“poison,”
this?
it is almo
, if you drin
Why do you think
st certain
you, soon
to disagree k
er or later
.
However
with
, this bott
it? [Unwise] Why?
tions
le was not
word ‘Poison’ ontaste it, and
marked
Evaluative Ques
not having the
“poison,”
despite the bottle
of cherry-ta finding it very nice
a strange liquid,
so Alice
(it had, in
rt, custard,
or unwise to drink
ventured
fact, a sort
• Was Alice wise
pine-app
to
le, roast
of mixed
character?
toast), she
turkey, toff
flavour
tell us about Alice’s
very soon
y, and hot
• What does this
finished
buttered
it off.
Alice next?
think
• What do you

will happen to

The Classics -

A Voyage of Discovery

- Year 3

“What a
curious feeli
ng!”

♥♥♥

said Alice
; “I must
like a teles
be shutting
cope!”
up

22
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Year 3
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This series is supported with CPD training, for further
information visit www.johnmurraycpd.co.uk

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Writing Skills

Story-writing Scaffolds
SWS 19-31 RB Text Y4.qxd:RB Unit 2

12/6/08

10:28

Page 19

SWS 19-31 RB Text Y4.qxd:RB Unit 2

12/6/08

10:28

Page 20

Unit 2

‘What shall we do?’ asked George. ‘She doesn’t look strong
enough for us to move her.’

Wrong Place, Right Time

‘First we have to get her some food and water. If she is OK
then she will look after her kittens herself. Then we need
to…OH BOTHER! Someone is calling us. We have to go
back to class. We can pull the door to and duck around
quickly to the boys’ toilets. You can say that you were
helping me to clean up this cut on my hand! Come on!’

Chris heard the end-of-break bell ring clearly but booted the
soccer ball regardless. It was a lousy kick and the ball veered
wildly off to the side and smashed through the boiler-shed
window. He looked around in horror but no one else seemed to
have noticed; the other children were already lined up patiently
waiting to return to class. He wanted to get his ball back; it was
brand new and there was no way that he was going to leave it
in that grubby old shed. He grabbed his protesting friend
George and roughly pulled him behind the wall.

Their teacher was not very impressed with their excuse and
wanted to know why they were both covered in black dust.
The two boys hardly noticed what was said because they
were too busy thinking about the hungry cat and her kittens. When the lunch bell rang Chris
surreptitiously joined the line for school dinners.

‘The shed’s out of bounds!’ gasped George. ‘We’ll get into heaps
of trouble if the caretaker sees us. Plus we’re late for class.’

‘What are you doing? You have sandwiches!’ exclaimed George.
‘Oh, they always have a couple of spare meals, so nobody will notice,’ explained Chris. ‘Plus it’s
fish and chips today so the cat should be really happy! I’ll pay for it tomorrow out of my pocket
money. You just go and get a bowl of water and meet me round by the shed. Make sure that no
one sees you or we’ll be in even more of a fix!’

‘I don’t care! I want my ball back. You keep watch and warn me if anyone is coming,’ hissed
Chris.

Year 3 (TG)

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-726-6

The shed was bolted but not locked. Chris doggedly dragged back the squeaky catch and
heaved on the old warped door. George watched him
disappear suddenly into the gloom and decided to follow
him.

Ten minutes later, both boys were crouched down behind the sacks watching the cat. She had
lapped up most of the water and was now ravenously devouring the fish. She started to nuzzle
her kittens but they were hardly responding.

Inside there were sacks full of coal and dust floated hazily
in the air. As his eyes became accustomed to the dark,
George could see Chris carefully kicking aside shards of
glass, gingerly retrieving his soccer ball.

‘What should we do next?’ asked George.
‘YOU CAN JOLLY WELL COME OUT OF MY SHED!’
shouted the irate caretaker who was scowling at them
from the doorway. ‘YOU KNOW THIS AREA IS OUT
OF BOUNDS FOR PUPILS. YOU ARE GOING
STRAIGHT TO THE HEADTEACHER.’

‘Drat! I’ve cut myself on some glass,’ said Chris, sucking
noisily at the wound on his palm. ‘Why do little cuts
always bleed so much?’

‘But…there’s this cat and…’

‘Shh! Did you hear that?’ whispered George.

‘NO EXCUSES!’

Chris nodded. There was a faint cry coming from the back of the shed. Lessons forgotten, both
boys peered cautiously over the musty old sacks. A mother
cat lay on her side, protecting three scrawny kittens. She was
so skinny that the boys could see her ribs and she just stared
at them with dull eyes, not even bothering to move. The
kittens were obviously very weak too and lay without
making any noise.

The boys had no option but to leave the cat and her
kittens and follow the fuming caretaker.
The headteacher listened carefully to the caretaker and then asked the boys for their
explanation. When at last they fell silent, the headteacher said, ‘My, my, you have been busy!’
So, let me review the situation…’

‘Poor thing,’said Chris. ‘I guess she was shut in by accident.
She must be absolutely starving.’

S T O R Y - W R I T I N G

S C A F F O L D S

•

Y E A R

The boys glanced nervously at each other. They were so concerned about their new feline friend
that they were not really worried about themselves.

4 - U N I T

2

•

R E S O U R C E

B O O K

19

20

S T O R Y - W R I T I N G

S C A F F O L D S

•

Y E A R

4 - U N I T

2

•

R E S O U R C E

B O O K

This programme teaches children how to plan and
write stories in a variety of different genres, while also
incorporating specific grammar, vocabulary and writing
features.
Year 4 (TG)

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-724-2

n Differentiated at three levels
n A whole year’s programme of work.

The Teachers’ Guide includes:
n Background information on each genre
n Annotated stories to show

Year 5 (TG)

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-739-6

the grammar, punctuation
and writing techniques
used.
The Resource Book includes:
n Illustrated exemplar stories
n Activity sheets on grammar

and punctuation

ISBN: 978-1-90223-984-2

12

Resource Book
Year 3

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-727-3

Year 4

Year 5

scaffolds.

£21.00

Story-writing

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-725-9

n Differentiated story

Year 6 (TG)

Also available:

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-740-2

Includes speaking and
listening activities.

Year 6

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90223-983-5

Order by phone: 01722 716935

Developed to teach children
writing skills in a variety
of non-fiction genres, the
differentiated writing scaffolds
provide guidance and ideas
for planning and writing.

Writing Skills

Non-fiction writing Scaffolds
Also available:
Non-fiction writing
Resource Book
Year 3

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-733-4

Many texts are crosscurricular, thus developing
these writing skills will benefit
other subject areas.

Year 4

£27.99

Year 3 (TG)

£21.00

Year 4 (TG)

£21.00

Year 5 (TG)

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-732-7

ISBN: 978-1-90430-707-5

Year 5

Each unit includes information
and activities designed
to enhance children's
knowledge of grammar,
punctuation and style.

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-729-7

Year 6

£27.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-705-1

ISBN: 978-1-90430-706-8
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originally
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A beard

Parts of a
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£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-704-4
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Writing Skills

Active Writers
Active Writers is a series designed to help children
become more competent and confident writers.

Year 2

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-72-9

It provides teachers with a wide range of texts in
different genres, fiction, non-fiction and poetry. Each
book in the series includes 12 fully planned lessons,
accompanied by exemplar texts, many of which are from
significant authors.
Active Writers uses a structured approach to help
learners during the writing process, prompting them to:
n Review what they know about a text genre

Year 3

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-68-2

n Learn about the writing devices used
n Practise the language skills needed
n Apply their learning in a writing task.

Year 4

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-69-9

Year 5

Following each lesson,
learners are invited to
lear
produce a self-assessment
and reflect on their writing
with their teacher.
Each book also features
a CD containing
differentiated writing
frames
frames, together with the
texts and answers to the
practice in writing skills
sheets.

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-70-5

SAVE £14.50 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £130.45 (USE CODE ACT1)



Help children become more
confident writers!

Year 6

£28.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-71-2
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Order by phone: 01722 716935

Book 1 – Year 3 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-720-4

Inferential Skills

Comprehension

Book 2 – Year 4 £24.00

Comprehension is a series of books aimed at developing
key inferential skills across Key Stages 1 and 2.

ISBN: 978-1-90430-721-1

It requires children not only to interpret what they read
but to use the information they have gathered in a
constructive way, by applying it to, for example, graphs,
maps, diagrams, pictures and tables.
The series includes:

Book 3 – Year 5 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-722-8

n Fiction and non-fiction texts
n KS1 worksheets presented at three levels of ability
n Cross-curricular activities taking in aspects of science,
history and geography.
Many activities require the children to explain in
words information that is contained in different visual
representations, such as graphs, diagrams and illustrations.

Book 4 – Year 6 £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-723-5

Encourage children to ‘read between
the lines’.
Covers fiction and non-fiction.

Also available:
Ages 5-6

SAVE £14.40 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £129.60 (USE CODE COM6)



Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-000-7

Ages 6-7

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-001-4
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Multisensory Learning

Everyone a Writer
A series for KS2 children designed to develop writing
skills using a multi-sensory approach to learning.
There are 12 lessons in each book, a questionnaire
is provided at the beginning of each lesson to help
recognise children's preferred learning style, visual,
auditory or kinaesthetic.
Year 3

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-64-4

Each lesson includes a spectrum of fun and stimulating
activities suitable for every kind of learner, together with
an exemplar text in different genres.
Key features of each book include:
n A learning style questionnaire
n Fiction and non-fiction texts.

Year 4

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-65-1

Year 5

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-66-8

SAVE £9.99 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £89.97 (USE CODE EOW4)



Includes CD with worksheets
and checklists.
Year 6

£24.99

ISBN: 978-1-907515-67-5
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Story Cards

Story Cards
Create your own stories for telling
or writing using this brilliant series of
beautifully illustrated card packs and
supporting Teachers’ Guides.
The guides contain:
Fantasy Ages
8-12
£16.99

n Background information

on the genre

ISBN: 978-1-90430-786-0

n Detailed lesson plans
n Differentiated exemplar

stories
n Planning sheets and a wealth of

further ideas for cross-curricular
activities.
Story Cards are guaranteed to get your
children excited about story-writing!

Myths & Legends
Ages 8-12
£16.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-784-6

Also available:
Teachers’ Guides
Fairy Tales Ages 5-7

£16.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-788-4

Fantasy Ages 5-7

£16.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-789-1

Story Cards
Fairy Tales Ages 5-7

£11.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-795-2

Fantasy Ages 5-7

£11.99

Science Fiction
Ages 8-12
£16.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-785-3

ISBN: 978-1-90430-796-9

Fantasy Ages 8-12

£11.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-793-8

Myths & Legends Ages 8-12

£11.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-791-4

Science Fiction Ages 8-12

£11.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-792-1

Traditional Tales Ages 8-12

£11.99

ISBN: 978-1-90430-794-5

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com

Traditional Tales
Ages 8-12
£16.99
ISBN: 978-1-90430-787-7
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Curriculum Focus for KS1 and KS2

Curriculum Focus
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A popular series that will inspire
teachers, especially the non-specialists,
to teach history and geography with
confidence.
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Famous journeys KS1
n Roald Amundsen
n Amelia Earhart

Each book contains:
n Neil Armstrong

n Detailed lesson plans
n Ellen MacArthur

n Comprehensive background
information

Islands and seasides KS1

n Further resources for extension.

n Maps

The books include information and
resources on the following topics:

n The island of Barra
n Work and land use

Teach history and geography with confidence.

18
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See sample pages online at
www.hopscotchbooks.com

Famous Events £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-730-3

The local area KS1

n Transport

n Where I live

n Industrial Revolution

n Getting to school

The Tudors KS2

n Around our school

n The Tudor family

Famous events KS1

n Henry VIII’s six wives

n The Great Fire of London

n The Tudor rich

n The Olympic Games

The Invaders KS2

n The Gunpowder Plot

n Britons and Romans

Famous people KS1

n Boudicca

n Florence Nightingale

n The Anglo-Saxons.

ISBN: 978-1-90430-731-0

Also available:

n Pocahontas

Curriculum Focus

n Old and new toys

ISBN: 978-1-90539-082-3

Famous People £24.00

n Louis Braille

Toys KS1

Famous Journeys £24.00

Curriculum Focus for KS1 and KS2

Includes suggestions to
incorporate ICT.

Key Stage 1
Islands & Seasides £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-751-8

The Invaders

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-755-6

The Local Area £24.00
n A toy museum
n Learning from pictures

The Victorians KS2
n Victoria and her children
n Rich and poor

ISBN: 978-1-90430-750-1

Toys

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-753-2

Curriculum Focus
Key Stage 2
The Victorians £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90539-080-9

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com

The Tudors

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-754-9
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Thinking Skills

Thinking Skills

Teacher’s Guide £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-992-7

Thinking Skills – A Teacher’s Guide
A best seller in great demand with teachers who will need
to incorporate thinking skills in their daily lessons.
Geography and ESD £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90430-749-5

PSHE and Citizenship £24.00
ISBN: 978-1-90223-993-4

Thinking Skills – Geography and ESD
This excellent book provides lesson plans on how to
use the thinking skills outlined in the National Curriculum
to address the geography objectives and sustainable
development concepts.
Thinking Skills – PSHE and Citizenship
Developed to support the PSHE & Citizenship Scheme of
Work as well as to develop thinking skills, this innovative
resource contains a variety of games and activities on
many challenging topics, ranging from bullying and
racism to road safety.
Thinking Skills – Science
For teachers who want to be able to incorporate thinking
skills into their lessons but are unsure how to go about it.
Each lesson contains a non-science introductory activity
that explores the specific thinking skill that is to be
developed in the science part of the lesson.

Includes activities for debates
and group discussions.

20

Order by phone: 01722 716935

Thinking Skills – ICT
The ability to think effectively and to use ICT competently
are two crucial 21st century skills. This book encourages
learners to develop both of these skills simultaneously,
with emphasis on enhancing creativity.

Science

£24.00

ISBN: 978-1-90430-790-7

Thinking Skills

Thinking Skills – Special Needs: ADHD
Designed to stimulate and develop thinking skills in
children who display characteristics associated with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and/or
communication difficulties in primary school settings.

The five thinking skills considered are:
n Reasoning
n Information-processing
n Enquiry
n Creative thinking

Special Needs: ADHD
£24.00
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Primary Plays

Quick and Easy Plays
An excellent series of differentiated plays. Each resource
contains 27 plays, differentiated at three ability levels
and linked by a common theme, such as home, school
or friends.

Age 5-6

£38.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-031-1

Each play is accompanied by detailed teacher’s notes
that provide suggestions for making suitable costumes
and props as well as performance ideas.
Very versatile – can be used for guided reading or be
performed on stage.
The handy ring-binder format allows you to add your own
notes and make as many copies as you need.
Play 1

s
The Burnt Scone

Age 6-7

£38.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-032-8

Characters:

NARRATOR, OSWIN,

In the Somerset

NARRATOR:

AND

2

marshes.

Pla 2
oolton Pie
the marsh reeds)
x.
kingdom of Wesse Characters: Narrators 1 and 2, Miss
Gaskin,
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the Vikings had
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es with some follow Nora, Alf
It was AD878 and
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Alfred, had escap
king,
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istori al a ground
The
Elga.
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the Second
a
It’sDuring
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e)
offstag
r of Food. As a lot
of food was
rationed the ministry
frog’s croak is heard
Oswin, listen! (a

are looking into

frog!

(excitedly) I can

OSWIN:

£38.00

MOTHER, SAXONS 1

Scenery
Two simple benches
can be used in all
the scenes
to indicate a change
of setting. For the
first
they are set to one
side so that the central scene
is free. At the end
area
of that scene they
should be
moved to centre stage
for the air raid scene.
Scene Three they
For
go to one side again
and for the
last scene are placed
centre stage as seating
school canteen. Stress
in
that the benches need the
lifted carefully and
to be
quietly between each
scene.

asked people to grow
produce their own
or
food. Gardens, parks,
school
playing fields and
even window boxes
were turned
into allotments to
grow
poster characters such fruit and vegetables. Fun
as Potato Pete and
Carrot were created
Dr
heard off stage)
Perfor an e ideas
to encourage people
rustling sound is
loud
A
.
more
to
eat
misses
vegetables and recipes
but
were written to help
to catch the frog
For a simple product
people cook healthy
ion encourage the
(OSWIN bends down
meals using their homechildren to
a frog.
mime actions such
grown produce. One
as digging for vegetab
It’s too loud to be
of these healthy recipes
les. For a
more staged product
What's that noise?
named after Lord
was
ion, you could use
(looking round)
Woolton. It was called
the props
ELGA:
suggested above.
Woolton
Pie and became a
very popular war
frogs!
time meal.
! They’re slimy, like
Type ‘air raid siren’
Viking
a
it's
s
into
Perhap
to find an audio exampl an internet search engine
OSWIN:
come here? Props: benches, cardboard boxes, a
they
e.
Discuss
would
how the sound
paper bag for
! Why
could be created on
the nettles, brown
cloth or card for the
stage. Experiment
Don’t be silly, Oswin
with
allotment,
musical instruments
(looking scared)
a china or tin bowl,
or using the children
ELGA:
a spoon, gardening
’s voices.
spades,
modelling clay, plastic
Alf – he is quite a
or real vegetables,
of course.
cheeky boy. He makes
Woolton
Pie, pen and noteboo
faces about the nettles
funny
To catch King Alfred,
k, 1940s’ costumes
OSWIN:
and is probably always
fidgeting. He speaks
Woolton Pie – use
a real or cardboard
in an enthusiastic
voice and
here!
bowl and
wants to have a say
cotton wool as the
fluffy potato topping
in everything.
But King Alfred isn’t
.
ELGA:
Other children – in
Scenes One and Three
marshes.
these
in
children
the
hiding
are very enthusiastic
Costumes
Well I heard he’s
and proud of their
school allotment and
OSWIN:
Woolton Pie. They
The boys could wear
are
scared in Scene Two
shorts, shoes and long
and may hold onto
can be heard)
long sleeved shirts
each
other or look worried
and a jacket or jumper. socks,
(More rustling noises
ly above them.
go!could
. Let'sgirls
The
wear simple dresses,
I'm scared, Oswin
Miss Gaskin – she
knitted cardigans,
that noise again.
is the class teacher.
shoes and short socks.
g round) There’s
She
strict but fair. She
(lookin
speaks in a slow authori is kind,
ELGA:
The other
voice. When the air
tative
frog in one hand.
large
a
g
raid
holdin
siren sounds she doesn’t
LFRED is
panic and is calm
FOLLOWERS. KING A
and reassuring.
LFRED and TWO
A
ING
K
(Enter
Lord Woolton – he
is an
under a large cloak)
hand is hidden
minister so he should important government
talk with a serious
knowledgeable voice.
PHOTOCOPIABLE
He doesn’t smile until
Four when he sees
Scene
the Woolton Pie.
A g e s 8 – 9
P L AY –
C K U P A

ELGA:

Age 7-8

AXON

SCENE ONE

(OSWIN and ELGA

ISBN: 978-1-90539-033-5

, TWO FOLLOWERS, S
ELGA, KING ALFRED

10

see it. It’s huge!

.
Come here, froggie

P I

Pla

Lord Woolton could
wear a dark suit with
and tie. In his pocket
a shirt
he should be carryin
notebook and pen.
ga
Cook could wear
a work coat
and Miss Gaskin a
dress with a necklac
e, tights
and shoes. Her hair
could be put up. The
driver
could wear a beige
or khaki army style
coat if
possible; otherwise
a suit jacket would
be fine.
8

P I C K

U P

A

P L AY

–

A g e s

he

one Ca e

all

Characters: Narrato
r, Emperor Hadria
Roman general,
Aulus Nepos (govern n, a
or of
Britain), his wife,
Cook, Falco, Slaves
two Roman guests,
1 and 2,
acrobats, musicia
ns

istori al a ground

Emperor Hadrian
visited the Roman
-Britain
province in AD122.
At that time the provinc
was relatively peacefu
e
l, apart from two tribes
in the north, the Brigant
es and the Picts, who
ruled the area we
now call Scotland.
They

8 – 9

Handy ring-binder format and
photocopiable sheets, so you can
take as many copies as you need.
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Props: everyday clothes, large cardboard boxes,
kettle cups and saucers jug of milk books to s
ornaments, chairs, xylophone (for doorbell)

Stories with familiar settings

Pla s

Moving house
Curri ulu

lin s

in s

clothes – Geena and Ankita are Asian. The
children playing them could either be dressed in
Asian-style clothes, or wear trousers underneath a
dress.

Play 1 – A Nice Cup of Tea (page 9)

To present events and characters through dialogue
to engage the interest of an audience

Play 2 – What about Scooby? (page 12)
Play 3 – A New Home (page 15)

cat costume – if a child pla s coob he or she
can wear black trousers and top, or leotard and
tights. A simple tail can be made from some
black cord or thin piece of black material sewn
up double and safety-pinned or stitched to the
trousers or leotard or attached to a belt. A black
cat’s mask can be made by drawing the head of
a cat onto card, sticking on fishing line whiskers
and attaching it onto the front of a headband.

ith other su e ts

Geography – Unit 6: Investigating your local area
Talk about the differences between living in a flat
and a house, living in a country and a city.
Citizenship – Unit 02: Choices
Discuss with the children the choices we have to
make and how our likes and dislikes influence these
choices. Point out that sometimes their parents
have to make choices the children might not
like. How do they feel about this? Do they think
that their likes and dislikes should be taken into
account?

Perfor an e ideas

All of the plays deal with coping with new
environments and the mixed feelings of moving
house. These topics could be used as a basis for
discussing with the children subjects such as where
they live and how they would feel if they moved
house. You could ask if any of them have moved
house and discuss their feelings about it. Were they
happ
cited cared ad
hat was different
about their new environment?

If your play is to be a mime, discuss ways the
children can mime wrapping things and putting
them in boxes. If you decide to get them to wrap
real items do make sure they are plastic and light.
Lauren and Mum – tell the children acting these
parts that sometimes they will be excited – such
as when their friends are helping them pack – but
at other times – such as when they wave goodbye
to their friends – they will be sad. How will they
show this? What facial expressions will they use?

You could ask the children who have moved house
how they moved. Did friends help them? Did the
removal men come in and pack for them? Mention
that in Play 1 the first things Lauren’s mum unpacked
were the kettle, teapot and cups. What was the first
thing the children who have moved unpacked?

All parts – remind the children that the boxes
would probably be heavy. They could mime this
by bending their knees and making a big effort
to pick them up. Two or three children could lift
one box together, huffing and puffing as if it is
very heavy. When they have picked up the box
they would need to move very slowly across the
stage with it. What would their facial expressions
be like as they lift and carry the boxes?

Encourage the children to think about the
characters’ feelings and to pay particular attention
to the expressions and voices of the characters as
they act the plays.

Pla

A

i e Cu of ea

After the performance, discuss with the children
the tradition of offering visitors a cup of tea when
they arrive. Do their parents always put the kettle
on when they have visitors? Do they know of any
similar traditions? Perhaps children from different
cultures can discuss their traditions.

Characters: Narrator, Mum, Lauren, Sue, Ryan,
Geena, Ankita, Dave, neighbours

The play is set inside a house. It pays particular
attention to the moving process, packing things in
boxes, moving them to a new house and so on.
The settings for all three plays are very simple with
few costumes or props needed.

6

oo

Props: everyday clothes, toy cats or cat costumes

NOTES

2 and

The first three plays in this chapter deal with
moving house, an experience many children will be
familiar with.

Drama

hat a out

Characters: Narrator, Andrew, Mum, Scooby
(a cat), other cats, two neighbours, boy,
removal men

The play is set first inside a house, then inside a
flat.

FAMILIES
TEACHER’S
Lin k in g theme

Pla 2

P I C K

U P

A

P L A Y

–

A g e s

7 – 8

7

P I C K

U P

A

P L A Y

–

A g e s

Perfor an e ideas

Age 8-9

£38.00

Age 9-10

£38.00

Primary Plays

Chapter 1

ISBN: 978-1-90539-034-2

Scooby – if a child pla s the part of coob and
the other cats) encourage them to miaow and
scamper about on all fours like a cat. When
the play indicates that Andrew picks the cat
up the child acting coob could just stand b
ndrew. The cat bo part could just be mimed.
Alternatively, use a toy cat.
Discuss with the children how they think a cat
would react to being put in a box. Would it
miaow? Would it fight? If you are using a toy cat
perhaps someone backstage could miaow.
Andrew – he is reluctant to move at first. The
child playing this part could look sad as he strokes
coob and puts him in the bo . hen coob
goes missing Andrew looks worried – his shoulders
should slump with dejection. Then when coob
is found he stands up straight and looks cheerful.
Ask the children if they know what ‘I’ll give you
a knock,’ means. Explain that it is a colloquialism
for knocking on the door. This could lead to a
discussion about local sayings. Have any of the

7 – 8

The detailed teachers’ notes contain curriculum links and
can be used in conjunction with any related topic the
teacher may already be doing in class or ‘dipped into’ as
and when required.

ISBN: 978-1-90539-035-9

The plays can be used for shared or guided reading, they
can be read purely for enjoyment or performed in the
classroom or on stage.
There is enough information in the teacher’s notes for a
full production of each play.
Themes covered in each resource include:
n Familiar settings - families, school, the optician.
n Myths, legends - good over evil, wise over foolish,
weak over strong

Age 10-11

£38.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-036-6

n Adventure stories - exploring new worlds, evacuation,
the sea
n Traditional tales - animals, giants, young maidens
n Fantasy worlds - under the sea, outer space, magical
kingdoms.

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Modern Foreign Languages

Un, deux, trois!
These exciting French and Spanish resources aim
to develop learners’ confidence and proficiency in the
foreign language.
They provide teachers with practical and clear lessons
that include popular themes for each country, teaching
points and key vocabulary.
Lower Juniors 26.99

ISBN: 978-1-90539-072-4

Un, deux, trois! and ¡Uno, dos, tres! suggest practical
ways to make French and Spanish oracy and literacy
skills accessible and achievable, providing a wealth of
interactive songs, games, conversations and stories to
encourage communication at all ability levels.
They broaden children’s horizons by offering bite-size
chunks of factual information about the country, people,
culture and lifestyle.

Upper Juniors 26.99
ISBN: 978-1-90539-081-6

Unit 15 - En route pour l’école
ol)

(On the way to scho

Unit theme
Getting to school

points
Teaching
ng a journey to school
Describi

Local places
Simple directions
Telling

r
the time on the half-hou

The alphabet

Gramil mar
ya

true
vrai
false
faux
one, half past
demie, It is half past
Il est une heure et
etc two, etc
half
deux heures et demie,
I go to school at
huit
Je vais à l’ecole à
past eight, etc
etc
heures et demie,
(to/on the) right
à droite
(to/on the) left
à gauche
straight ahead
nd
tout droit
understa
don’t
I
pas
Je ne comprends
Repeat, please
plaît
Répétez s’il vous
a shop
un magasin
a café
un café
a museum
un musée
a post office
une poste
a river
une rivière
a train station
une gare
a church
une église

Using

Using adverbial time

SAVE £5.40
WHEN YOU BUY
A FULL SET
PAY ONLY £48.58

(USE CODE UDT2)

phrases

sounds
Language
letter strings to sounds

Additional language
for teachers
Number... which

Matching

Vocabulary



Quand je vais à l’école...
.
Je passe devant..
tard
cinq minutes plus
finalement

When I go to school…
I pass in front of…
five minutes later
finally

le
Lesson 1 C’est quel
r is it?)
lettre? (Which lette
Resources

or soft ball
piable 15A; a beanbag using
and,
One copy of photoco
t on the whiteboard
iation
Write the alphabe
Part 1 as your pronunc
photocopiable 15A,
in French, the children
guide, say the letters
you.
repeating them after
Alphabet
ard letters into the
rap with
Arrange the whitebo
the
Sing
photocopiable.
rap! shown on the
ising rhymes.
the children, emphas
each a
groups, assigning
, match
Divide the class into
t rap! When possible
Alphabe
the
of
section

T is

on ppétit!
adjectives

conjunctions

bon

mauvais

et

bonne

mauvaise

mais

bons

mauvaises

bonnes

Part 1
For sentences labelled a, fill the gap with the

lettre?
letter is it?
For
the square (in a grid)
la case
time do you go
à l’école? What
A quelle heure vas-tu
to school?
I cross
Je traverse
after that
après ça
the pedestrian crossing
le passage pour piétons

Numéro... c’est quelle

correct food noun.
sentences labelled b, choose the adjective to
agree with the noun.

1 a J’aime une – ________________________
b Elle est... pour la santé.
2 a J’aime le – __________________
b Il est... pour la santé
santé.

s, but some
and group member
the number of letters
to share a letter.
children may have
sing or chant
s work out who will
Let group member
or chant
singers
l
individua
what. Will they have
letters together?
t rap! With
ance of the Alphabe
Hold a class perform
on cue.
every group singing
Number Pingfigures by playing
Check attendance
to someone to
e standing, point
e to
pong. With everyon
someon
to
say un and point
it to a
start counting: they
a number and ‘batting’
carry on. After saying sit down. Play again, starting
can
successor, children
attendance
to make sure your
with someone else

3 a J’aime le – ___________________
b Il est... pour la santé.
santé

4 a Je n’aime pas le –_____________________
_______
b Il est... pour la santé.
santé

5 a J’aime les – _____________________
b Ils sont... pour la santé.
santé
Un, deux, trois!
6 a Je n’aime pas les – ______________________
_
b Elles sont... pour la santé.
santé

.

record is accurate

20

n e

adjectives

10/06/2014 12:3

20
e _BOOK.indd

Part 2
Make one sentence from each pair of sentences,
using the conjunction
et or mais.

Un, deux, trois!
n e

T is

Photocopiable 13A

11

e _BOOK.indd 11
10/06/2014 12:3

Get young language learners
off to a confident start!
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del cuerpo
Las par tes
labels.
ds for the
correct wor
la cabeza
Choose the
la nariz
las orejas

la boca

los ojos

el pelo

Additional voca
bulary
for teachers
Responded/Responde
con un gesto
Coged/Coge una
carta
¿(Tú) nadas bien?
¿Qué te gustaría
hacer?
los meses del año
¿Cuándo es tu
cumpleaños?

Respond (plural/
singular)
with an action
Take (plural/singula
r) a
card
Are you good at
swimming?
What would you
like to do?
the months of the
year
When is your birthda
y?

Vamos a jugar al
bingo We’re going
to play Bingo
Vamos a escribir
una
We’re going to
invitación para
write a
la fiesta party
invitation
¡Ven a mi fiesta!
Come to my party!
el nombre
name
la fecha
date
¡Saltad/Salta!
Jump! (plural/singula
¡Saltad/Salta a
r)
la
Skip! (plural/singula
cuerda!
r) (with
a skipping rope)
¡Tirad/Tira la pelota!
Throw the ball!
(plural/
singular)
¡Coged/Coge la
pelota! Catch
the ball! (plural/
singular)
¡Corred/Corre!
Run! (plural/singula
una carrera
r)
a race
un salto
a jump

s.
the action
nd and do
it with a frie
song. Sing
rself of this
Remind you
s,
s y dos pie
bros, rodilla
Cabeza, hom s y dos pies.
s,
Rodilla
s y dos pie
bros, rodilla
Cabeza, hom s y dos pies.
illa
Rod
iz
nar
una
jas, boca y
s, Lesson 1 ¡Muy bien
Y ojos, ore
s y dos pie
!
bros, rodilla
(Ver y well!)
Cabeza, hom s y dos pies.
Rodilla
Resources:
Juan,
the puppet; pictures
l.
dol
g
to
fit these activitie
pin swimming, reading,
s:
singing, dancing
draw a jum
, football
ing to use
g to help you
l, remember Display a swimming scene,
Use the son
on the dol
point to yoursel
boast Nado bien.
f, and
body par ts
or las.
Label eight
el, la, los
Make
!
!
ble

Photocopia

Uno, dos, tres

positive claims
for the other pictures
sometimes using
,
Yo for emphasis
and sometimes
omitting it. For
example: Canto
bien; 4Yo12:1
bailo bien; Juego
bien al fútbol.0 /11/201 leo bien; Yo

4A

28

n

s T es

.indd
e _BOOK

Remove the pictures
and ask the class
If they mime the
correct action when to mime.
sentence, give
you say a
a thumbs-up and
praise with ¡Bravo!
or ¡Fenomenal!

2

Play Read my Lips,
mouthing one of
children to say
the verbs for the
aloud.

20

n

s T es

e _BOOK.indd
20

Bring out the puppet,
Juan. Ask him ¿(Tú)
bien? When he
nadas
answers (via you)
Sí, nado bien, ask
the children to
mime.
Question Juan
about other activitie
s: ¿Cantas bien?
or ¿Tú juegas bien
al fútbol? (Sí, canto
bien al fútbol.)
bien. Sí, juego
Ask individual children
¿Nadas bien? From
Sí answer, progres
a simple
s to Sí, nado bien
bien. Do this with
or Sí, nado muy
the other verbs.
Use partner talk
to ensure everyon
e says a sentenc
e.
Introduce a negative
answer to ¿(Tú)
nadas bien? From
No progress to No,
no en absoluto (No,
not at all.)

Follow-up

Lower Juniors 26.99
ISBN: 978-1-90986-026-1

Talk about the letter
d’s sound in nado.
it sounds like the
English ‘th’ in ‘althougExplain that here
with the hard d
h’. Contrast this
sound in dos, diez
and doce.

Lesson 2 ¡Feliz
cumpleaños!
(Happy birthday!
)

Resources:

Juan, the puppet,
from
birthday cake; number Unit 1; picture or model of a
s 1-12 on the whitebo
represent the 12
ard to
months
Produce the birthda
y cake. Stick a
candle on top and
say ¡Feliz cumple
años!
Teach the children
a simple birthda
y song,
Cumpleaños feliz,
to the tune of ‘Happy
You’.
Birthday to
Cumpleaños feliz
Cumpleaños feliz

Cumpleaños feliz.

(A happy birthda
y)

(A happy birthda
y)

Te deseamos todos

(We all wish you)

(A happy birthda
y)

Point to the number
ed months represe
whiteboard, saying
nted
their Spanish names. on the
when your birthda
Reveal
y is: Mi cumple
años es en…
Ask the children
to stand up and
say Yo, when you
ask about their
birthday month
with, for exampl
¿Quién es en enero?
e,
Divide the children
month groups.
into birthday
Let the groups
rehearse saying
their months, before
holding a perform
ance: in order,
each group must
stand and say their
month name.

Modern Foreign Languages

¡Uno, dos, tres!

Progress to group
performances of
sentence: Mi cumple
a complete
años es en….

!
Uno, dos, tres!
0 /11/2014 12:16

Upper Juniors 26.99

ISBN: 978-1-90986-027-8

Available for KS2 Lower and Upper Juniors, each book
includes 48 fully-planned lessons.
Themes for Lower Juniors include: Myself, Storytelling,
Games we play, Celebrations, Sport, Keeping fit, Animals,
Shops, Toys.
Themes for Upper Juniors cover: The world, Enjoying
food, School journeys, The seasons, The planets,
Looking at paintings, Towns – now and in the past,
Theme parks, Setting up a café, Responding to music,
Accessing the news.

SAVE £5.40
WHEN YOU BUY
A FULL SET
PAY ONLY £48.58

(USE CODE UDT3)



Ideal to both develop linguistic competence and expand
cultural awareness, these books are matched to the
National Curriculum for Foreign Languages.

See sample pages online at
www.hopscotchbooks.com

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Emotional Literacy and Assemblies

Emotional Literacy
A must-have for every teacher who wants to develop the
emotional competence of the children in their class.
This resource contains 45 lessons – more than enough
for one lesson per week. Each lesson contains detailed
teachers’ notes, warm-up games and activities,
questions to ask and ideas about what to expect.
Emotional Literacy
£25.00

ISBN: 978-1-90539-028-1
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Name

Who do I trust?

Because

Trust

Because

perhaps the feelings we experienced were tough to deal

Resource required
• A copy of the worksheet ‘Trust’ (page 14) for each child

What to do

with and we would prefer not to even remember them.
 Finally, ask the children if together they can come to some

 Ask the children to think of three people they trust and to
use this information to complete the top half of the
worksheet.

sort of description or definition of what trust means and
write this in the space on the bottom right of the
worksheet.

Who?

 Ask them to think why they trust these people and fill this

Who?

in on the page too if they can.
Who
do I
trust?

 Ask the children the following questions:
– Was it easy for you to do this? If not, what made it
difficult?
– What sort of things enable us to trust someone?

Because

– How do we feel when we know we can trust someone?

Who?

 Tell the children a story of a time when you trusted
someone and they lived up to your expectations. Ask them
to think of a time when they really trusted someone and
the person was trustworthy. If someone is willing to do so,
ask them to share their story with the rest of the class.

For me trust means…

 Next, ask the children what happens when someone breaks
their trust. For example, when they tell someone a secret
and that person tells someone else, even though they knew
it was supposed to be a secret. How would they feel then?
Ask them to complete the bottom left section of the
worksheet.
 Go round the circle and share these feelings. Do we all feel

When someone breaks my
trust I feel…

the same way when someone breaks our trust or are these
feelings very individual?
 Someone in the class might be willing to share their story
of a time when their trust was broken. Ask the children
why it might be difficult to talk about a time when our
trust was broken.
 Most of us have experienced trust being broken but it tends
to be something we would prefer not to talk about. Perhaps
we feel foolish that we trusted and were let down or

EMOTIONAL LITERACY AGES 7–12

13

14

PHOTOCOPIABLE

EMOTIONAL LITERACY

Emotional Literacy is suitable
for children Age 7-12

A Yearful of Assemblies
This book on assemblies recognises cultural diversity by
taking a global approach to subjects and making use
of modern themes and concerns such as: similarities
and differences, staying safe, avoiding waste and the
environment.
A Yearful of Assemblies
£19.99

Ideal for the busy teacher.

ISBN: 978-1-90223-919-4
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This resource book is an essential guide for the teacher
who is a non-specialist in religious education or for those
who are more experienced, but still find the subject hard
to teach.
It will help gain more confidence with basic, but
comprehensive information of the major and lessknown religions around the world, while aiming to foster
tolerance, acceptance and respect.
The book covers the six major religions, as mentioned in
the Education Reform Act 1988: Buddhism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, as well as other
faiths such as Baha’i, Pagans, Rastafarian, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Mormons and Christadelphians.

Religious Education
£19.99

ISBN: 978 1 907515 743

Religious Education

Religious Education
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Religious Education covers all
6 major religions.
Talking points for discussion are
included in each chapter.
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Science

Using Stories to Teach...
Science
A selection of specially-written stories and supporting
lesson plans to help create exciting and interesting
science teaching sessions.
Ages 5-6

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-04-9

The stories, all beautifully illustrated, link broadly across
the curriculum and include background information for
the teacher, resource sheets, planning tools and ideas for
differentiation.
The pieces have been tried and tested in schools and the
children thoroughly enjoyed them.
Each story is supported by differentiated lesson plans
and original resources, such as card games and
suggestions for kinaestethic activities.
U S S ien e 6-

Ages 6-7

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-909860-03-2

text.qxd:Yea
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U S S ien e 6-

❑ Write the above information on the board and then
tell the children that you are going to give them
recording sheets to complete to display this
information. For example, they have to choose two
or three carbohydrates from the list they have made
and then draw or list them on the table on the
worksheet.
I’m looking for
you to be able
to say what a
balanced diet is
made up of.

ISBN: 978-1-90933-365-9
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Page

Fridge fight

excessive amount of calories, such as ice cream,
cheesecake, crisps, burgers and mayonnaise.
Some fat can be useful in the diet to provide
energy for long-term activities (provided they are
being done!) and insulation – as the cheese
argues in the story. However, the children will get
more than sufficient fat from eating some dairy
products, margarine, meat and fish. There are
only two essential fatty acids and these are only
needed in tiny amounts (found in fish oil and
some vegetables).
❑ Also, you could bring in various foods or pictures of
various foods and ask the children to separate them
into the different groups.
❑ Ask the children if they know how many normal
servings of each type of food it is best to eat each
day. It should be around:
A. Healthy energy foods: 2–3 servings
B. Fruit and vegetables: 5 servings (ask the children
to watch out for the foods that are displaying the
‘five a day’ symbol)
C. Meat, fish and beans: 2 servings
D. Dairy products/margarine: 2–3 servings
E. Fatty/sugary foods: a small amount! 1 serving at
the most!

❑ Record sheet 1, for lower achievers, asks the
children to complete the chart by drawing the
appropriate number of particular types of food to
make a healthy diet.
❑ Record sheet 2, for average achievers, asks the
children to just write the names of an appropriate
number of particular types of food to make a
healthy diet.
❑ Record sheet 3, for higher achievers, requires the
children to first write the names of the different
types of food on the base of the table then
complete the chart to show a healthy diet.

Plenary
❑ Review the work the children have done. Ask them
if they can remember the names of the different
types of food. Ask them if they can think of other
measures we need to take to help us remain
healthy, particularly drinking enough water and
having enough exercise. As it is also a part of this
unit you could discuss how it is important to use
properly the medicines we are given by medical
practitioners if we become ill.

Extension activities

£21.00

2

Ourselves

Individual, paired or group work

Ages 7-9

text.qxd:Yea

❑ Provide the children with an A5 sheet of paper and
ask them to draw foods from one of the food
groups for a class diagram/display.
❑ The class could also produce a ‘food pyramid’. One
example can be found at www.caloriecounter.co.
uk/diet_nutrition.
❑ For homework you could ask the children to prepare
a menu for a healthy meal/a day’s meals.

The foods in the Frier family’s fridge were
having a debate about which of them were
best at keeping the Friers healthy.
‘Well…’ began one of the grapes.
‘I must be one of the most important foods,’
began the pasta, interrupting, ‘because I
give people lots of energy to do things, like
the potatoes in the salad and the bread and
rice in the cupboard. If people didn’t get
energy from food like me, they wouldn’t be
able to do anything!’
‘Actually…’ began another of the grapes.
‘No, no, no!’ interrupted the pork chops. ‘We and the chicken legs must be
the best foods because we help people grow and stay healthy.’
‘Excuse me…’ began another grape.
‘Hey! Hang on a minute!’ interrupted
the red kidney beans in the
vegetarian chilli. Our friends the
chickpeas in the hummus and the
baked beans in the cupboard help
people grow and stay healthy too!’
‘YEAH!’ agreed the chickpeas in the
hummus. ‘And as David and Mary
are vegetarian, you pork chops and
chicken legs are only good for Paula
and Ashley.’
‘As it happens…’ began yet another
grape.

This is because
a balanced diet
keeps us
healthy.

6 Using stories to teach Science Ages 6–7

Using stories to teach Science

SAVE £8.40 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £75.60 (USE CODE USSC4)

7



Includes original fully illustrated
stories and poems.
Ages 9-11

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90933-364-2
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Order by phone: 01722 716935

Maths

Using Stories to Teach...
Maths
Make the teaching of Maths a more exciting and crosscurricular experience with these illustrated stories,
supported by lesson plans, worksheets and card games.
The stories use real-life or imaginary situations to put
Maths into context making it engaging and fun to learn.
A great way to stimulate even the most reluctant learner!

Ages 4-7

£21.00

Ages 7-9

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90986-002-5

Each book includes:
n 9 original and fully illustrated stories
n Lesson plans accompanied by worksheets
n Ideas for differentiation.

Each book includes a CD with additional resources,
such as:
n Ages 4-7 – Day of Numbers

ISBN: 978-1-90986-001-8

n Ages 7-9 – History of Numbers
n Ages 9-11 – High Achievers Supplement.

Ages 9-11

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90986-000-1

SAVE £6.30
WHEN YOU BUY
THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £56.70

(USE CODE USM3)

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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Maths

Cosmic Maths
Cosmic Maths is a series that has been created by
teachers to promote and encourage core mathematical
knowledge and skills.
It includes four books, each with a CD that contains
differentiated activities for support and challenge.
Year 3

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-909-860-05-6

Each book covers the Key Objectives set out in the new
National Curriculum for each Year group and focuses
on providing valuable practice in Number, Fractions and
Statistics. It also concentrates on the use and practical
application of the four operations: adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing.
Each lesson plan helps teachers to define key vocabulary
and mathematical terms and introduces a guided activity
that supports learners as they explore numbers through a
range of exercises.

Year 4

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-909-860-06-3

This is then followed up with an independent activity that
allows learners to practice what they have learnt.
Answers to activities are given in each book.

Year 5

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-909-860-07-0

Year 6

£26.99

ISBN: 978-1-909-860-08-7
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SAVE £10.80 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £97.16 (USE CODE COS4)



Order by phone: 01722 716935

Maths

Problem Solving
This exciting series provides stimulating and problemsolving activities that are fun to do, as well as
comprehensive guidance and support in an area of
mathematics that many teachers find difficult to plan for.
Each lesson combines the teaching objectives from the
‘Solving problems’ section of the Framework for Teaching
Mathematics with objectives from the general sections.

Year 1-2

£21.00

Year 3-4

£21.00

Year 5-6

£21.00

ISBN: 978-1-90223-999-6

ISBN: 978-1-90430-718-1

ISBN: 978-1-90430-719-8

SAVE £6.30 WHEN YOU BUY THE FULL SET
PAY ONLY £56.70 (USE CODE PROB3)



Develop core mathematical
skills and knowledge.

Peek inside online at www.hopscotchbooks.com
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